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he electric power industry is going

through a period of intense restructuring

as a result of privatization, relaxed state

control and market pressure on costs.

This is having an effect on the way equip-

ment is procured. The trend is away from

specifications that detail the exact

requirements the individual components

must satisfy towards a more general

catalogue of needs in terms of function,

environment, availability, maintenance

and so on. To take account of the chang-

ing situation, ABB developed the Intelli-

gent Air-Insulated Substation, or IAIS.

The concept offers compact substations

with outdoor switchgear in the 110 to

550 kV range.

The IAIS concept is the result of close

collaboration between Swedish-based

ABB Substations, ABB Switchgear, ABB

Network Partner, ABB Power Systems

and ABB Transformers. At its center is a

high-speed process bus over which the

switchgear communicates with the con-

trol system, and vice versa. In addition,

the high-voltage switchgear has multiple

functions and integrated devices for

transmitting digital signals. The system

apparatus is further equipped with moni-

toring facilities.

The IAIS concept has several import-

ant advantages over conventional sub-

stations:

• Substation sites are 30 to 50 percent

smaller in size due to the integrated

multiple functions and the smaller

current transformers that are used.

Since fewer disconnectors are needed,

considerably fewer foundations, mech-

anical structures and high-voltage

joints are necessary. Compliance with

all the required safety clearances is

nevertheless ensured . 

• Maintenance is reduced due to sched-

uled, routine maintenance work being

replaced by ‘Maintenance on De-

mand’. Numerical technology ensures
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stable, reliable functions and allows

continuous self-monitoring of the over-

all system - from the switchgear com-

ponents through the bus and control

modules to the station control system.

The number of high-voltage connec-

tions are reduced by 50 percent and

control cables by 85 percent. This and

a drastic reduction in disconnector

maintenance translates into consider-

ably lower service and maintenance

costs. 

• Availability is increased as a result of

continuous trend monitoring, which re-

duces the risk of unforeseen operating

disturbances, and easy replacement of

defective units, which shortens down-

times. Also, the numerical technology

with self-diagnostics facility eliminates

regular testing of the protection equip-

ment. Calculations show that non-

availability often decreases by a power

of ten even for simple busbar configur-

ations.

• Product lead times are shorter and

customers can have substations up

and running faster. Groups of com-

ponents are tested together before as-

sembly. Less time is required for on-

site construction, assembly and com-

missioning than with conventional

substations. The time for control cable

work is reduced by 85 percent.

• Safety is improved in spite of the more

compact substation layout. Com-

pliance with safety regulations is at

least as good as with earlier designs.

Technical innovations moreover short-

en the length of time personnel spend

in the substation. Use of fiber-optic

cables in place of copper conductors

reduces the danger of short circuits in

the secondary equipment and virtually

eliminates the risk of fire spreading

through the control cable installation.

Conventional current transformers and

their 1 ampere or 5 ampere secondary

circuits are no longer needed. Person-

nel safety in the station is improved by

all of these measures.
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IAIS concept
for intelligent
substations
Substations based on the IAIS (Intelligent Air-Insulated Substation) con-

cept are built on small sites, require a minimum of maintenance, and ex-

hibit high availability and reliability. In addition, advanced planning and

engineering tools shorten the project lead times for the substations. At

the center of the IAIS concept is a high-speed process bus for the com-

munication between the switchgear and the control system. The concept

was developed to meet the changing needs of the electric power indus-

try as it adapts to market deregulation.
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Comparison of a conventional 
420-kV switchyard in a 11⁄2-breaker
ring bus arrangement (a) and 
the same substation based on the
IAIS concept (b). The number 
of components is considerably
reduced in the latter case.
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IAIS – complete, 

integrated and coordinated

High-speed process bus for data

signal transmission

Communication, which is digital, is over 

a fiber-optic, deterministic process bus 

in redundant mode . The signals 

are digitized before they leave the pri-

mary equipment. Measurement, pro-

tection and substation control signals 

are all transmitted over the process 

bus. The output stage of the main ap-

paratus is in each case a solid-state

switch with continuous self-monitoring

facility.

During commissioning, the overall

system is tested with the help of special

software which checks the data sent to

and from the bus. This allows all of the

functions to be verified, settings checked

and all tolerances tested.

Monitoring of the total system takes

place continuously during operation. Any

disturbances that occur are displayed

and recorded. The principle of ‘Mainten-

ance on Demand’ has been adopted, ie

maintenance is carried out in the event of

an alarm, abnormal switchgear behav-
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iour, or when the equipment signals that

maintenance is needed.

Components that meet the

system requirements

Conventional substations consist of sep-

arate switchgear and control system

components which are not always

matched exactly to one another. This

requires auxiliary apparatus, for which

additional foundations, high-voltage con-

nections, control system cable and relays

are needed. These all take up extra

space. In addition, the busbars have to

be designed for such a layout.

The IAIS concept, on the other hand,

is based on simple busbar configurations

and drawout switching modules with a

disconnector function. Where appropri-

ate, modern current and voltage sensors

have been integrated in the high-voltage

apparatus. These measures have signifi-

cantly reduced the space needed.

The disconnector function has been

substantially improved. The underlying

principle is that the permanently installed

a

b
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825 m2

510 m2

– 38 %

The IAIS concept reduces the site area and number of foundations 
needed for a substation, here for a 145-kV switchyard with three switchbays.
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disconnectors shall be virtually mainten-

ance-free over a 30-year period. Where

at all possible, the disconnectors are in-

tegrated in a switching module together

with the circuit-breaker and other equip-

ment, and removed for maintenance.

The voltage and current sensors make

use of proven measurement principles,

combined with state-of-the-art signal pro-

cessing and data transmission. The cur-

rent sensors are mounted on high-voltage

connectors or are integrated in the circuit-

breaker. Mounting is possible on either or

both sides of the circuit-breaker.

The voltage sensors are often installed

together with an earthing switch. Com-

bined current and voltage sensors are

also possible, for example to create sen-

sor units for power measurement mod-

ules.

Compact switching modules 

with monitoring and bus

communication functions

The new high-voltage switchgear is the

result of further development of proven

apparatus in combinations designed for

simple busbar configurations. The

switchgear features new monitoring func-

tions as well as a PISA unit for communi-

cation over the process bus . It is

equally well-suited for new substations

and substation upgrades.

The LTB-Compact switching module

for 110–245 kV has a truck-mounted part

with a type LTB circuit-breaker in

triple-pole configuration. There are two

disconnector (truck) contacts and two

fixed, maintenance-free, contacts for

each phase. The disconnection is ef-

fected by a standard disconnector oper-

ating mechanism, which separates the
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The process bus carries all of the information transmitted between the HV substation and the control system. 
Redundant systems with two buses are also possible.

OITP Optical instrument transducer platform PISA Process interface, sensors and actuators

3

4LTB-Compact switching module with breaker operating mechanism and 
the unit for distributed control and communication

Local MMI Remote communication
Gateway

Mobile access

Control / protection
terminal

Control / protection
terminal

PISAETCS OITPPISAETCS OITP

next bay next bayPower process highway

BusbarBusbar

Station bus
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movable and fixed contacts by pulling out

the truck-mounted unit on rails. The en-

tire module is type-tested. All the mech-

anical and electrical tests specified in the

standards for disconnectors and circuit-

breakers are carried out.

Maintenance can be carried out on the

LTB-Compact module without having to

take the busbar out of operation. The

fixed contacts require no maintenance.

On-site repairs are unnecessary, since a

failed unit can be easily replaced. Avail-

ability is therefore higher than with similar

configurations featuring separate com-

ponents.

The HPL-Compact switching module

for 275–550 kV consists of a type HPL

circuit-breaker, fitted with a pantograph

disconnector and an earth switch on

each side . The current sensors are

mounted direct on the breaker poles. All

of the units are proven in service.

When maintenance is to be carried

out, the module can be taken out of ser-

vice simply by opening the circuit-breaker

and its disconnectors. The work can be

performed either locally or in a special re-

pair bay. If required, a replacement mod-

ule can be placed in service for the dur-

ation of the maintenance. All three poles

of a module can be replaced in less than

8 hours.

The switching duties of a disconnector

cannot always be handled by drawout

circuit-breakers. Consequently, ABB de-

veloped LTDS-Compact, a gas-insulated

disconnector for 110–245 kV . This is

especially well-suited for applications

requiring high availability, long lifetime

and compactness. Benefits of the type

LTDS disconnector include:

7

6

5130-kV switchyard with 
drawout LTB-Compact switching
module (foreground)

6HPL-Compact switching module,
designed for 420 kV
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• Inspection is only required at 15-year

intervals.

• Commutation at higher currents is

possible should service conditions

change.

• Space requirements are minimized.

• The disconnector doubles as a post

insulator.

Earthing switches ensure that there is no

danger to personnel when work is being

carried out in the substations, for example

due to maloperation of equipment. A

range of earthing switches is available

that includes units rated at 110 to 550 kV

for installation anywhere in the substation

. No additional foundations or mech-

anical structures are necessary.

Reliable self-diagnostics

High reliability is ensured on the one

hand by high quality during the design

8

and production phases, and on the other

by monitoring functions which detect

latent faults.

To this end, the new switchgear fea-

tures advanced electromechanical self-

diagnostics. This facility not only indi-

cates absolute values and evolving

trends but also tells the control room per-

sonnel the best time for carrying out

maintenance. Trouble-shooting, ie fault

location and analysis, can be carried out

either from the central control desk or

from a service center with PC and mobile

phone. Operating as well as maintenance

personnel are therefore able to take

proper action at an early stage, allowing

the number of routine overhauls and pre-

ventive maintenance work to be substan-

tially reduced.

Each switch operating mechanism is

fitted with one or two PISA units for com-

munication, actuation and monitoring.

The same units also store general in-

formation and the pre-history of the

switchgear, for example:

• Spring tensions and charging times

• Number of switching operations

• Ten most recent motion/time curves

• SF6 gas density readings and trends

Digital optical current and

voltage sensors

Currents and voltages are measured by

the DOIT1) system . Measurement is by

conventional means, but the data signals

are transmitted over fiber-optic wires. This

allows much smaller instruments to be

used and considerably simplifies the HV

insulation. The communication interface

between the sensor and process bus

transmits the measured data in one direc-

tion and simultaneously supplies energy

in the other to the optical instrument

transducers (via laser energy beams) .

Due to the use of digital signal trans-

mission, the overall accuracy depends on

10
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7The LTDS-Compact gas-insulated disconnector also serves as a 
post insulator.

8Earthing switch, here mounted 
on a 145-kV voltage transformer

1 DOIT = Digital Optical Instrument Transformer
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just the measurement accuracy of the

sensors, which normally corresponds to

class 0.2. The subsequent numerical cal-

culation has no adverse effect on the

overall system accuracy, which is there-

fore considerably better than with con-

ventional measuring systems.

The current value is measured with the

help of a magnetic current transformer

with anti-remanence core. After sampling

and digitizing, the current value is trans-

mitted in the form of light pulses over a

fiber-optic link to the OITP (Optical Instru-

ment Transducer Platform) . This not

only improves the dynamic response and

saturation properties but also makes

standardization easier than with tradi-

tional current transformers.

The technology is proven in the field,

having been used successfully by ABB

for a decade. More than 700 units are in

operation today. Because of their low

weight and small size, the sensors can

easily be integrated in circuit-breakers or

in other apparatus. The optical fibers are

embedded in polymeric insulators, which

are either mounted separately or inte-

grated in other insulators.

A capacitor voltage divider is used to

measure the voltage, the values being

sampled and then digitized for trans-

mission over a fiber-optic link to the OITP.

The transfer function that results is better

than with conventional voltage transform-

ers. The risk of ferro-resonance is also

eliminated.

An ‘energy measuring module’, con-

sisting of combined current and voltage

sensors and a signal processing unit

which sends its output signals direct to

standard electricity meters, ensures a

system accuracy which is better than

with traditional measuring arrangements.

Power transformers with

improved monitoring functions

Power transformers based on the IAIS

concept are equipped with an electronic

control unit which records every detail of

11

their operating behaviour . This allows

a prediction of how overloading in certain

situations will affect the lifetime of the

unit.

12 The control unit processes the

standard data received from the tem-

perature sensors, pressure monitors,

Buchholz relays, etc. In addition, three

10Interface printed-circuit board for 6 sensors of type DOIT

9A DOIT current transformer mounted on a 420-kV circuit-breaker 
of type HPL
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new monitoring functions are provi-

ded:

• Partial discharge measurement; mea-

surement is continuous and registers

even very low partial discharge values.

The trend curve is stored and the unit

alarm level is adapted to each appli-

cation.

• Tap-changer performance; the acoustic

‘pattern’ of the tap-changer drive is

compared with the original values, the

alarm and interlocking system being

activated when deviations occur. The

system distinguishes automatically be-

tween breakdowns and disturbances

which are due to wear.

• Transformer oil quality check; samples

are taken every 12 hours in order to

check the concentrations of hydrogen,

carbon monoxide and a mixture of

methane and ethane. A warning is given

if the specified levels are exceeded.

Control and protection equipment

ensures maximum reliability

The control and protection equipment

featured in the IAIS concept has the fol-

lowing characteristics:

• Distributed signal processing

• Numerical technology

• Deterministic, fiber-optic process bus

(100 MHz, as per IEEE 802.12)

• Modular hardware and software

• Software library containing the control-

and protection-related functions

• Fully type-tested products

The high level of functional and oper-

ational reliability is in large part due to the

use of numerical technology. High reliabil-

ity is also ensured by early detection of

faults evolving in the primary equipment.

In addition, erroneous switching – eg

without definite cause or due to faults

outside the monitored zone – is avoided.

Further benefits of the numerical technol-

ogy include:

• Settings based on primary units

• Storage of events and analogue sig-

nals, with time data, for later analy-

sis

• Self-monitoring functions in support of

the ‘Maintenance on Demand’ prin-

ciple

• Simplified spare-parts inventories due

to smaller number of modules

The overall reliability is improved by the

reduced number of components and

connections compared with conventional

substations. The components have been

made simpler, communicate over a pro-

cess bus instead of complex cabling, and

feature additional self-monitoring func-

tions.

A further advantage is the possibility of

different settings, allowing a range of dif-

ferent network configurations. Modern

protection equipment with an improved

response curve can be more easily

adapted to different load and operating

conditions. Automatic adaptation is

possible, either by remote or local con-

trol. Later expansion of the network is

relatively unproblematic.

Distributed intelligence

The control system works with distributed

computers and is designed to achieve the

highest possible degree of horizontal and

vertical integration. This has produced a

system in which distributed units monitor

the substation apparatus locally and com-

municate with the rest of the substation

via the process bus.

Fiber-optic process bus

A key element of the IAIS concept is the

serial process bus. This consists of stan-

dardized components and, by employing

fiber optics, is immune to interference

due to faults or switching operations in

the high-voltage grid. The large number

of parallel cables required in the past are

replaced by a few single fiber-optic links.

Among the information transmitted on

the bus are:

• Measured values received from the

current and voltage sensors

• Trip signals

• Signals for circuit-breaker control and

monitoring

• Information about interlocks and

breaker positions

• Information needed for synchroniz-

ation

• Values calculated from sampled data

• Events and alarm signals

• Settings, programming signals

R Filter DOIT
circuit

Transducer

Optical
fiber

HV link

Interface unit

WDM
coupler

Detector

Decoder

Laser

λ1 λ2

PLD

11Basic circuit for measurement and signal processing with the 
DOIT current sensor
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The process bus is deterministic, ie its

operation is based on demand priority.

Data encoding is simple, and the maxi-

mum delay can be calculated and verified

even when the bus is operating at full ca-

pacity. Analogue measured data values

have a sampling frequency of several

kHz. As they are time-tagged to an accu-

racy of a microsecond, summations, dif-

ferential and product measurements are

carried out with no loss of accuracy.

If required, the substation can be

equipped with two independent con-

trol and protection systems for higher

reliability. This fulfils the single fault cri-

terion .

The response time in the event of a

fault is equal to or shorter than in con-

ventional substations; in the latter the

total response time is the sum of the re-

sponse times of all the relays in the trip-

ping chain. Communication times on the

process bus are much shorter than this.

The high-speed bus and the steady-state

output units therefore ensure very short

system operating times. Collisions and

delays are not possible due to the deter-

ministic behaviour of the bus.

Protection and control system

components

The protection and control system com-

ponents employed in the IAIS concept

are from the Panorama series of modules

from ABB Network Partner. The differ-

ence between these modules and con-

ventional products is that the former have

no A/D inputs and that the measured

data signals are transmitted via the pro-

cess bus. The I/O plug-in printed-board

assemblies are replaced by process bus

communication between all units in the

system.

Modernization of substations

The IAIS concept has special benefits for

upgrade projects. All of the IAIS switch-

gear is compact and takes up a minimum

of space. Distributed computers reduce

the cabling for the protection and control

equipment to a small number of fiber-

optic links. Also, due to the flexibility of

the system, either individual switchgear

units as well as complete substations can

be upgraded, in each case with minimal

operational downtime and disturbance.

In the past it has generally been dif-

ficult to replace the busbar protection

system when modernizing substations.

The IAIS concept makes this easier since

the complete busbar protection is re-

placed and the switchbays are renewed

in stages. The new busbar protection

works with old as well as new current

sensors. In the case of older CTs, A/D

converters are used to transform the sig-

nals during the rebuild phase.
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12Control unit for monitoring the operation of power transformers in 
accordance with the IAIS concept
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